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EDITORIAL 
 

Another bulletin well past its date due – infact 
I think this is a record in lateness – note to self 
to try harder to meet deadlines! 
As usual this bulletin is a mixed bag of 
themes old and new. Peter McQuarrie has 
done us proud with two items – one on 
electronic vibrators and the other on the La 
Wood hybrid set (valve RF and transistor 
audio) from those early days of developing 
transistor technology. The tribute to Rod 
Osborne is a backgrounder into a rather 
interesting person and I think well worth the 
read. There are updates from the Wellington 
Group and a report or two from Christchurch 
– both groups seem alive and well! There are 
also some slightly historical things one can do 
with a surplus of magic eyes should you be so 
lucky and where you might be able to pick up 
some surplus Russian stock (for a price) 
should you be short. 
Of course the NZVRS AGM comes on 14 
July and all are welcome (especially to 
provide ideas, comment and direction to the 
society). The agm is also the closing date for 
the “Basket Case” restoration competition.  
As always ideas for articles, feedback and 
correspondence is always appreciated. I note 
this year marks 90 years of Dunedin Radio so 
that might appear in a future issue. 
 

Cheers, David Crozier 
 

Erratum: A significant gaff occurred with 
the excellent Theatrette restoration item in the 
last bulletin. This should have been attributed 
to Tim Sanders (not Saunders) – our sincere 
and humble apologies are offered. 
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Correspondence, Letters, Requests etc … 
 

Des Davey’s HRO of 1959 
I was looking in my Radio Shack draw for some old photos and I came across this one of my 

old National HRO taken in 1959 when I was about 22 years of age. The other two are my 

younger sister and brother.. I started DXing in 1954 and joined the NZ DX Radio Associating 

in 1955 and the NZDX League in 1956. I started my DXing with a Marconi All Band mantel 

radio that I still 

own and about 

1958 I purchased 

the National HRO. 

This I sold in 1960 

and purchased an 

English Eddystone 

670A I think it 

was, but got rid of 

it 6 months latter 

as it drifted like 

mad. I went back 

to using the 

Marconi I had 

when I first started 

Dxing and then a 

year later I 

purchased a brand 

new Trio 9R-59 

Japanese communications receiver that I still have.  The HRO had plug-in coil packs for the 

various short wave bands. In the photo and under the receiver is another shelf behind a metal 

mesh screen is the power supply and speaker. This HRO I purchased secondhand for £45 / 10 / 

0d  from a signal box guy who worked for NZ Railways [purchased in 1958 this equates to a 
whopping $1158 in present day loot. Ed]. Here in Te Kuiti it was a very quiet running receiver 

and I got all over the world on it to some of my QSLs that are on the wall above the HRO in 

the photo. I had two antennas that I used with the HRO, one was an ex copper lead line 

telephone line wire that stretched across a shallow gully from our farm house – about 280 feet 

long and over 150 feet high at the lowest point of the gully. The other antenna was a whip 

antenna affixed to the apex of our house. 
 

 

Comments from Brian Palamountain, Atawhai, Nelson 
 

I noted page four in the latest issue about type 242 transceiver the reference to the NZ P&T 

Department on the panel. I was in 1956 a linesman for the NZ Post & Telegraph. We were 

working in the French Pass area in the Pelorous Sounds. We were supplied with a valve radio – 

it was a 6 volt power supplied by a car battery. The radio was made in the Post and Telegraph 

workshop. They were a good set, clear reception, we could get weather reports, news, request 

programmes and the closest stations were the Wellington stations. 

Also page 30 was of interest – I have enclosed a photocopy of 1923 2YA transmitter and 

David Field, my boss. I worked 26 years for Wilkins Field Ltd until I retired. The transmitter 

was kept upstairs in safety. Later the transmitter was given to a radio museum for safe keeping. 

The serial was North & South – it was taken down I am certain in 1972. 
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“The history of broadcasting in Nelson, commenced in 1923, when Wilkins and Field had a 

licence to broadcast. Their call sign, incidentally, was 2YA. The station however, lasted only 

as long as its power and with no electricity in those days, this was as long as power from the 

300 torch batteries soldered together lasted. There was then a long gap before the Nelson 

Radio Club broadcast under the call sign 2YN.  This station was eventually taken over by the 

Government which continued to operate it as 2YN until 1949 when the Broadcasting Service 

changed the call 

sign to 2XN. 

Radio listeners 

back in 1923 

might remember 

the broadcasts 

received from 

Radio 2YA which 

was operated by 

Mr L. W. Field on 

a wave length of 

335 metres. Mr 

Field built the 

transmitter and 

broadcasted on 

Wednesdays and 

Saturdays between 

7.30 p.m. and 

10.30 p.m. Broadcasting was done from Wilkins and Field in Hardy Street and it was only 

recently that the giant aerial was pulled down.  

Photos & captions on this page from: Roving Camera – Nelson Photo News June 1972 

 

Compare the 

above 

transmitter, with 

this huge 

equipment rack 

(only a portion 

of which is 

shown here) at 

the 2XN studio. 

Making an 

adjustment is 

Laurie Merrick, 

senior 

technician.” 

 

 

 
 

Note the two 
HRO variations 
in the two right-
hand racks.  Ed. 
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Southern Soundings AGM Meeting 6 March 2012 from the Southern Scribe  
 

While members demurred at an invitation to observe a minute's silence to commemorate the 100th 

anniversary of Armstrong's invention of the regenerative receiver, it can be taken as a good omen 

that members of the Christchurch VRS were able to acknowledge an event that was not earthquake 

related.  The resumption of Tuesday evening meetings rather than the earthquake - prompted 

Saturday mornings is a good sign.  On display was John Dodgshun's beautifully restored Philco 

Model 18 of 1933 vintage.  This set boasts three triode connected 42s – (two push pull, one driver) a 

78, 6A7, and a 75.  Taking John six months, this restoration involved the revival of a defunct 

shadowgraph and very careful re – veneering of a basket case cabinet.  Under Jim's chairmanship, 

the discussion then covered sunspot activity, the June 6 transit of Venus (will Her Majesty send a 

vessel to the South Seas to observe it?) and the correct identification of a nick nack modelled on a 

Victorian telephone - but incorporating a bell transformer ….. as a novelty cigarette lighter.  After a 

brief but arcane discussion on telephones and the correct valves for use in early electroconvulsive 

shock therapy machines (6K6S?) the meeting morphed into an Annual General Meeting;  Albie 

Smith's immaculate balance sheet being presented for approval.  The present committee was 

returned by acclamation for another year with the notable addition of Murray Clark as Technical 

Advisor.  John Walker presented a very professional i.c. based signal tracer built into a stylish case – 

a piece of oblong section plastic downpipe.  Then Jim produced, like Svengali from his sack barrow 

and rubbish bag, a ZC1.  (How many of these things does Jim have?)  This one had suffered some 

fire damage – the knobs beginning a Dali – esque droop.  Were its credentials as a 'black face ZC1' 

just a smoke screen?  David Chapple then spoke about his 1929 Brunswick console Model 31 with 

no less than five 27s and two 45s in push pull.  To compensate for 110V line fluctuations, the power 

transformer in this set is wound to work on 70 volts with a voltage regulator hopefully maintaining a 

steady supply from anything above that.  John Dodgshun then chaired a short discussion on 

alignment of superhets, where the merit of reading I.F screen voltage, AVC voltage or using an 

output meter was debated.  There being no takers for the offer of a free iron on t – shirt decal of an 

octal valve, sourced from an American mail order supply house, the meeting adjourned for another 

of Jim's famous suppers. 
 

Christchurch Vintage Radio Society Meeting Tuesday 1 May 
 

Under Jim's able chairmanship the dozen or so souls who ventured out on Tuesday night enjoyed a 

convivial if envy tinged meeting – envy tinged on learning that Murray Clark had purchased for a 

nominal sum, a Teletronics 547 Oscilloscope (two channels – dual time bases and manual still with 

it) at The Supershed – the Christchurch recycle facility where the late and fondly remembered Pete 

Ingram always thought Jim got his treasures.  One such treasure (though not from Supershed) from 

Jim's collection was passed around for inspection, a relay with an unusual latching action.  Murray 

Clark then gave us part 1 of his 2 part talk on FM – covering the history of the drive to perfect 

frequency modulation - and its advantages over AM - band width giving high quality sound, a 

bespoke service area and freedom from interference. 

The second half of the meeting was an illustrated talk by our secretary John Dodgshun on New 

Zealand's first commercial electricity installation – in the left hand branch of Skippers Creek near 

Queenstown, in 1886.  Here, on the aptly named Dynamo Flat two D.C. generators driven by pelton 

wheels, were installed to provide electric power to turn a quartz crushing plant for gold recovery one 

and a half miles distant in the next valley, the right hand branch of Skippers Creek.  This talk, 

peppered with facts and figures, was accompanied by pictures of the sites and remains conserved by 

D.O.C. and the N.Z.E.D. in 1986.  The magnitude of the task undertaken by these pioneers, 

constructing the water races and moving such big pieces of equipment into such a potentially hostile 

environment was a source of wonder to us all. 

Also, a source of wonder – though of lesser magnitude – Jim's supper.  He always contrives to have 

the tea hot.  He always takes care to cater for different dietary requests.  He insists on brand name 

tea – none of this budget stuff.  We are indeed fortunate. 
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Wellington Group Updates 
 

The May AGM of the Wellington Group of the NZVRS saw a newer face in the chairman’s 
seat after some years. The group started in 1977 and the first official Wellington Area group 
meeting was held at Neville Grubner’s View Road residence at Titahi Bay in January 1984. It 
was about this time the Newsletter was started also by Neville as a one page news sheet. Bob 
Hatton has a folder of old Newsletters showing the evolution of our branch over time. 
The AGM gave a vote of thanks and encouragement to Bob Hatton for his tireless leadership 
and service to our group (we are not sure here Bob) but at least 17 years. “We hope you will be 
in attendance for many years to come. I think all of our members have enjoyed scratching 
through your parts tray for goodies. Mac’s shed and your generosity have been very much 
appreciated and you have been a superb fundraiser.” 
 

Who’s Who in the Wellington Vintage Radio Group now: 
 

Chairman:  

Gordon Baker 
57 Boston Parade 
Kelvin Grove 
Palmerston North 4414 
(06) 354 9090 
bakerz@paradise.net.nz  

Treasurer / Newsletter 

Editor:  

Tony Humphris 
24 Wood Leigh 
Paraparaumu 5032 
(04) 298 1550 
tony_h@xtra.co.nz 

Newsletter Distribution: 

Neville Grubner 
7 Rangiatea Street 
Paraparaumu 5032 
(04) 905 6084 
ngrubner@clear.net.nz 
 

Support people 
David Clist (04) 528 8046 
George Newlands (04) 479 1017 

 

Hall Key holder/ afternoon tea 
John Hunter  (04) 568 4202 

 

Meetings are held typically on the second Sunday of every month except January, commencing 
at 1.30 pm at Tireti Hall on the corner of Te Pene Avenue and Tireti Road Titahi Bay.   
The subscriptions are $20 for the printed newsletter and $5 for the email version. These can be 
paid for by direct payment to Kiwibank Account 38 9007 0396475 00 or by cheque to the 
Treasurer / Newsletter Editor, Tony Humphris - address and email as above. 
 

 

Mast Raising on the Chatham Islands c1916 
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Obituary: Rodney (Rod) Osborne (22 Feb 1933 ~ 1 April 2012) 
 

We note the loss of one of the more 

colourful and active members of the 

NZVRS and radio collecting 

generally. The following is an edited 

version of the backgrounder of Rod 

presented as a eulogy by his wife Sue 

at the funeral in Australia. 
 

“I think we can agree that in knowing 

our Rodney we each have been 

touched by one of those colourful 

people that we will never forget.   
 

Rodney was born the third child of 

George Osborne, a New Zealand, 

Waihi gold miner and Edith Annie 

Ferris, the gentle English wife that he 

had met during convalescence in 

Wales following WW1 battle 

wounds. The couple had two 

children, Ena Ann, known as Topsy, and John, then Rod was born on the 22
nd

 February, 1933, 

following Rodney, a fourth child, Betty was born.  George and Edith Annie raised their family 

in a humble miner’s cottage on the outskirts of Waihi, a cute little place that remains to this 

day, surrounded by the rich farming acres that provided endless opportunities for childhood 

adventures.  It was this spirit of adventure that became the cornerstone of Rodney’s character, 

his unique something that he never ever lost. 
 

The young family lost their mother when she passed away soon after the birth of her fourth 

child, when Rod was just a 9 year old attending school in Waihi.  Topsy was by now a capable 

young teenager so her father required her to leave school and care for the family, which she 

willingly did until her brothers and sister were themselves, capable young adults.  Rodney tells 

stories of the hard life his father led to provide a stable home for his kids, how he worked long 

hours underground, cycled everywhere, and encouraged the kids to shoulder their 

responsibilities with honour and integrity.  When his dad died at an early age from typical 

miner’s ailments, Rod was a youth of just 18 years of age.   
 

It appears that in 1947/8 Rod was the youngest 'man' ever to win a New Zealand wrestling title. 

He took the title in Dunedin at age 14.  

He (aged 15) was also captain of Mataura Third Grade Football team for 1948/49 who were 

the season’s competition winners.  
 

THE WAIHI GYMNASIUM from “The History of Waihi”. 

For 20 years from 1930 to 1950 Harry Cowan's gymnasium served the young men of Waihi 

who were interested in physical training. At a wrestling school in a shed, Harry, who was a 

past master at all holds, trained many champions, including Jack Armitt (British Empire title), 

Rod Osborne (New Zealand title holder), Rawiri, W. Weston, J. Frewin, Ron Anderson, D. 

Robertson, Frank Beach and Robbie Williams. These men and others were very fit and often 

travelled to tournaments in many parts of New Zealand. 
 

After his father’s death he became an apprentice in the local AKRAD electronics factory - a 

natural progression; having grown from a curious child fascinated with gadgets who had 
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carried his first collectable radio home on the bus when he was 7.  Electronics and gadgets 

were to continue as a major passion throughout his life.  He was (at age 21) registered as an 

electrician on 1 April, 1954 
 

From “AKRAD Radio” by Rod in the May 2000 bulletin he writes; 

“I was born in Wahi and joined Akrad in the 1950’s on leaving school. I worked there for 8 

years, serving a ‘sort of’ apprenticeship. In those days the Serviceman’s Registration Board 

would not accept factory experience as part of a servicemen’s time so I had to appear 

apprenticed to one of the registered Akrad technicians. We received a very thorough grounding 

at Akrad by being shifted around the factory departments. I worked in the machine shop, 

plating room, winding room, radio assembly, chassis wiring (my best was 1600 solder joints 

per day - but some of the young ladies could do over 2000), alignment, fault finding and final 

assembly. 

My starting wage was 30 shillings per week at age 15 and I had the ignominy of my wage 

dropping to 27 shillings when I became 16 and had to start paying tax. Akrad had a policy of 

paying us an extra 10 shillings per week when we passed the Amateur Radio Certificate, 10 

shillings more for the Radio Serviceman’s exam and 10 shillings more for a First Class 

Certificate in Radio Technology, so by getting all these I enjoyed a good wage. The senior 

technician of the time, Ted Grant, and the factory manager Ron Skinner, were unstinting in the 

time they were prepared to give us to further our education. Ron Skinner was prepared, at any 

time, to give us on the job practical and technical instruction. I spent many evenings at Ted 

Grant’s house being taught electronics, but being a young fellow at the time, I was lured there 

as much by the cooking of his wife, Tui, as by the technical instruction. Her suppers were 

legendary.” … 
 

From the early 

days of his 

training in 

electronics, Rod 

had a passion to 

succeed and an 

ability to read 

the signs of 

opportunity.  

Soon after 

completing his 

apprenticeship 

time with 

AKRAD, Rod 

learned that the 

company were 

about to close 

down their retail 

outlet in the 

local Waihi 

township.  Ever one to seize an opportunity, Rod went straight to the manager to make an offer 

for the business but was refused even a hearing.  Not one to give up, Rod calculated that the 

person most likely to want a sale rather than a closedown would be the company accountant.  

Sure enough, little persuasion was required for Rodney to become the proud owner of his first 

business “Osborne’s Radio & TV Sales & Service” in Rosemount Street, Waihi.  
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[Sue found a receipt that says he paid with a cheque for £2240 for the stock at valuation when 
he bought the sales and service outlet from AKRAD in Waihi on 22.8.1956.  Quite an 
undertaking for someone at age 23 with an equivalent sum of $103,000 today. Ed] 
 

The exciting days of his youth were spent enjoying life to the max; his trusty motorbike carried 

him frequently across the peninsular to Whangamata to join his irascible Uncle Nip on his 

commercial fishing expeditions. His workmates and he never tired of playing practical jokes 

on their colleagues. The necessity to respond to NZ’s compulsory military training saw him 

joining his mates for a romp through basic training in the Airforce based in Ohakea.   

Rodney cherished his early married life and family; he and Avis produced two daughters, 

Christine and Alison, with whom they shared great family adventures around the mining town 

of Waihi and the nearby beaches. As an entrepreneurial young business man, Rodney would 

plan group tours to suitable overseas markets such as Norfolk Island and nearby Asian cities 

and return with goods that he could sell through his shop. He and Avis also engaged in a 

variety of ventures in New Zealand in addition to his Electronics business; at one stage Rod 

and Avis operated a Kiwifruit orchard, at another time they ran a Fitch farm breeding the 

rodents for the fur trade.  They bought and sold properties, traded second hand goods and he 

even established a Charolais cattle breeding operation. Rodney always enjoyed the challenge 

and excitement of trying something new. 
 

From  NZ Electronic Text Centre – Exotic Intruders 
 

Bay Furs, of Waihi, is another fitch enterprise, started by Rod Osbourne (sic), Jim Devine and 

Ian Stevens. Before they entered this field they were exporting opossum skins, but they were 

so attracted by the high value of the fitch skins that they have sunk a lot of money into 

establishing their fitch farm. Mr Osborne and his partners, like Richard Scaletti, captured some 

fitch in the wild. They also bought some as pets—and then imported some from Scotland—and 

crossed them to breed the ideal furs for the market. 'We went in with confidence,' said Rod 

Osbourne, 'because with current world prices and low overheads we could see a good margin 

for profit.' At 1982 prices the slinky little animals cost only about five dollars to feed and good 

average furs make over forty dollars each, compared with only about S4.45 currently for 

opossum skins. The 

partners entered into 

the project in a 

businesslike way, 

erecting a 77 metre 

shed, capable of 

producing 3 500 pelts 

in a season. They set 

up cages, a food 

mixing machine and 

freezers, as well as the 

most sophisticated 

skin-processing 

equipment, with much 

attention given to the 

necessary high 

standard of hygiene. 

  

           

          Ron Osborne at Bay Furs, Waihi, in his fitch house.  
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As for his spare time occupations in those early married years, Rod always believed the best 

home was one you owned yourself, no matter how humble.  In his spare time as a young 

husband and father, Rod built the family’s first home - a simple little fibro cottage not far from 

his childhood home in Waihi. As for his passion Rod loved anything to do with electronics.  

He was a radio ham and well skilled in the use of morse code.  In fact, the girls have vivid 

memories of their father spending hours in the back shed located under yards’n’yards of wire 

and steel aerials,  ‘conversing’ with buddies all over the world via his beloved radios.  Rodney 

was also a keen supporter of Avis’s sporting and golfing activities, and many holiday 

excursions took them to the best courses in the country and overseas where Rod always 

encouraged Avis’s game until she became a Kiwi Champion.  Photography was another 

fascination for Rod.  In all his life he never lost his love for technology, progressing in his 

skills from early radio and gramophones which, incidentally, he never ceased to collect in 

copious amounts.   He loved television, computers, telephones, cameras - every conceivable 

tool, meter, instrument or machine held him enthralled. 
 

Rod enjoyed 38 happy years with Avis until sadly, she was taken from him in 1992 after a long 

battle with cancer.  Being ever the optimist, Rod’s second life began when he met Sue two 

years after losing Avis.   
 

Sue says …“When we first met your collecting passions took a more prominent role as we 

chased up and down New Zealand, and overseas, in search of vintage radios & gramophones, 

components and especially valves.  We would return home from long excursions in a car 

crammed to the hilt with smelly boxes and grins as wide as our faces.  I have great memories 

of the places we went and the people we met.” 
 

“Retirement for you in 1996 meant the first of many overseas adventures. In fact, we always 

thought that everything we did together was a “great adventure”!   
 

“There were family get-togethers, 

Exotic travels – to Europe, Asia, 

America, Pacific, up and down 

New Zealand, around Australia, 

and locally in SE QLD. Home 

exchange holidays – swapping 

homes for month long visits to 

interesting cities worldwide, 

Adventures at Sea  – 3 wonderful 

cruises to Asia, the Mediterranean 

and the Pacific Islands. Collecting 

excursions  – whether it be the 30 

odd garage sales we attended 

faithfully each weekend in search 

of bargains, poking about opp 

shops or the treasures we bought 

on EBay – we chuckled over them 

all.  

The pictures of Rod with the 

console radios (right and next 

page) were taken when he and 

Gerry Billman did the trip to the 

Rochester Radio Convention 

some years ago.  
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“Home Building” activities – it was fun modifying our homes to your designs, and discovering 

furnishings and accessories for it in unexpected places. Boating forays – the joys of mooring 

our fabulous wee cabin cruiser on the pontoon at the end of the garden only to find that we 

didn’t enjoy excursions around Moreton Bay.  We finished up selling “Dark’N’Stormy” just 10 

weeks after buying her!  House hunting expeditions – a favourite ‘hobby’ of ours even though 

we never intended to buy.  The local land agents joked that we were their best “Open Home” 

customers! Properties to be developed – after ‘retirement’ you subdivided two 200 acre farms 

in NZ’s Waikato region to create 9 lots each. – it was a huge and exciting learning curve for us 

both. Computing investigations – you loved the internet and taught me to appreciate it as well.  

We both spent many happy hours researching topics as diverse as health, real-estate, textile art 

and radio valves. Photography expeditions – digital camera gadgetry made photographing 

nature and birds such a rewarding challenge for us both.  You never stopped experimenting 

and came home regularly with “a virtual Masterpiece!”. And especially, there was the joy of 

returning home together – reaching the top of the hill looking down over Cleveland and saying 

to each other “aren’t we SOooo lucky!” and meaning every word.  

For Rod and I, this second chance relationship of 17 years together was a wonderful bonus on 

top of his already happy life.  There is truth in the saying that all of us will die but not all of us 

have lived.  Rodney really lived his 79 years to the max.” 
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Many thanks to Sue, Gerry and Reg for 
their bits about Rod. Some stuff even 
came from the internet! 
 

[Over the years Rod has been rather 
generous with his time and energy in 
vintage radio matters and penned over 
12 articles of various technical topics 
from a triode demonstration unit, 100 
year old lamp, background on Bakelite, 
AKRAD radio history (as quoted 
above), a clipper radio model 5M4, 
Zeniths & Bell Colts, Victor Radio, 
Radiola radios, Bay of Plenty events, 
amplifiers – especially Quad and their 
special output transformers, and trip 
reports of his visits to the USA. His 
coordination of the Tauranga or BoP 
Group is covered in Reg’s tribute to 
Rod below. Ed.] 
 

(Right) Rod in serious search mode 

at John Collin’s Garage sale 2007. 
 

Rod Osborne :  

It is with deep regret that we mark the 

passing of Rod Osborne; one of the best 

known and most active members of our Society.  Rod was born in Waihi and gained his radio 

experience as an employee of AKRAD Radio Company, later part of the PYE group, when it 

was active in Waihi.  He finished up there as an experienced tester of the company’s products 

having gained an Amateur Radio Certificate, the Radio Serviceman’s exam and the First Class 

Certificate in Radio Technology  then  set up his own business in Waihi selling and repairing  

radio and television equipment.  From there he went on to start up a shop in Tauranga where he 

primarily sold and repaired computer equipment in the early days of that device.  About that 

time he became interested in vintage radio and started collecting the best of past radio 

products.  His tremendous enthusiasm and outstanding energy saw him gather others about him 

and he almost single handed formed and ran the Bay of Plenty branch of our Society which 

existed for  a few years during which local enthusiasts met together and visited each other as 

well as the nearby Waikato and New Plymouth groups.  A few years ago Rod moved to 

Brisbane, Australia and became an active member of the local vintage radio group there.   He 

died following a short illness.    Reg Motion 
 

Rod Osborne :  

We were saddened to hear the news of Rod's passing, we found him to be very hospitable, 

generous and helpful to both myself and Pat (she has a collection of records which he added 

to). I found him to be very knowledgeable and happy to share the knowledge and also any 

unobtainable parts. Sue and Rod came to our first open weekend in New Plymouth and Rod 

was impressed with the collections and free with his advice on restoration projects. He will be 

missed. We have his HMV wall clock in pride of place amongst our collections.  Our 

sympathy goes to Sue and family.    Bill & Pat Campbell 
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An Electronic Vibrator Project  from Peter McQuarrie 

 

I recently had a requirement 

for a vibrator for an old car 

radio. Not being able to find 

any modern designs for 

electronic replacements I 

decided to update the old 

multivibrator idea. The result 

may be of interest to others. 

 

Vintage car radios use electro-

mechanical vibrators to do the 

switching in their switch-

mode, high voltage power 

supplies. Unlike modern 

switch-mode supplies that  

 

 

commonly oscillate at frequencies in the hundreds of 

kHz range, the old mechanical vibrators were limited to 

approximately 120 Hz and so required larger and heavier 

transformers and filter capacitors. As they have not been 

manufactured since the late 1970’s, new vibrators are 

now unobtainable and replacement vibrators very 

difficult to obtain. 

 

Designs for transistorised ‘electronic vibrators’ have 

been around for 40 or more years but even those 

intended as plug-in replacements for the old mechanical 

vibrators are physically larger. Some early solid-state 

vibrators were very much larger and these were 

restricted to use in radios that had a lot of spare space to 

accommodate them. A typical 1970’s multivibrator 

circuit using 2N3055 power transistors is shown left and 

circuit below.  

 

   Fig 1 
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A picture of one of my smaller, more compact units 

shown on right and below. 

 

The objective of my electronic vibrator project was to 

use modern components to produce a unit that was no 

larger than the vibrators used in vintage car radios. As 

with the early solid-state designs, I chose to use the 

simple astable or free-running multivibrator, producing 

square-waves of approximately 120 Hz. It would then 

work well with the original vibrator transformers fitted 

in the old radios. 

 

Instead of the 2N3055 transistors which were housed in 

the large TO-3 cases, I chose to use modern 2SC4242 

transistors that are designed for switch-mode use in 

high-voltage, high-speed, inductive circuits, such as 

computer power supplies, where they switch 240 volts 

a.c. They come in the smaller TO-220 header and are 

extremely rugged, fast switching and have low 

collector-emitter saturation resistance, which means 

low losses. Consequently, I was able to use a smaller 

heat-sink than those in earlier designs. I chose to use a 

piece of aluminium DIN rail (DIN EN50022, used for 

mounting circuit breakers in power control cabinets) as 

my heat-sink. This is available in lengths of one-metre 

but for my project I needed only a 10 cm piece. 

 

I sourced some 400 mfd capacitors that are far smaller 

than those of the 1970’s and for the 22 mfd harmonic 

suppression capacitors, I used solid tantalum capacitors 

that are only a fraction of the size of aluminium 

electrolytics. 

 

My complete multivibrator fits inside the case of an old 

mechanical vibrator (with some holes cut for 

ventilation) so it occupies no additional space. Pictures 

on right show my vibrator with and without the case. It 

replaces 4-pin, non-synchronous vibrators, but unlike 

the mechanical ones which are not polarity sensitive, 

mine is suitable only for negative-earth systems. It 

would be possible to make a positive-earth version using 

PNP transistors instead of the NPN ones. For radios 

using synchronous vibrators, a slightly modified version 

could be made using two small rectifying diodes to 

replace the mechanical points for the synchronising. In 

this case, the two diodes would act as ‘steering diodes’. 

[See circuit Fig 1 on previous page]. 
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The vibrator I made is for 6 volt radios. A 12 volt version was tested in which the resistors R1 

and R2 were changed from 15 Ohms to 47 Ohms. 

 

[While not wishing to diminish any of Peter’s excellent efforts here in home construction, I do 
note that electronic replacement vibrators are available from   http://www.tubesandmore.com   
and    http://www.radiodaze.com/category/19.aspx    for about $30 USA plus p&p. Ed] 
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The “New” TVNZ BCNZ WNTV1 Master Control Panel 
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Seven Magic Eye Circuits – or what you can do with 6E5 magic eye tubes 

– From my coverless copy of the Lamphouse Radio Circuits. 
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Of course should you want to get your hands on some new old 
stock magic eyes there is always the stock of Russian 6E5C tubes 
on the market from the tubestore.com or similar for just under US 
$20 plus p&p each.  The following is the conversion circuit for 
replacing an EM11 but it looks as if most magic eyes of the 
green, round, single iris type could be replaced with this device. 
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La Wood MR1 Receiver, an interesting New Zealand Creation 
from Peter McQuarrie 

 

 
 

The MR1 is a circa 1966, hybrid valve/transistor, AM radio receiver that was designed and 

built by La Wood Television Limited, in Onehunga, Auckland. It was created as an economical 

alternative to other New Zealand made mantle radios of the time. In comparison to the well-

known Bell Colt receiver, the MR1 was 70 percent the size, its case being slightly smaller in 

all dimensions. It weighed only 1.9 kg compared to the Bell Colt’s 3.4 kg and consumed 6 

Watts of electricity, less than one-quarter of the Colt’s 30 Watts. Yet the performance of the 

two radios was comparable. 
 

The founder of La Wood, Robin Wood, who designed the MR1, told me that the retail price of 

the set was approximately half that of the Bell Colt and that thousands were made and sold to 

hotels, motels, and private homes throughout New Zealand. Yet probably there are very few 

extant examples of this radio. 
 

The circuit employs two valves in its front end, an ECH81 mixer/oscillator and an EBF89 as IF 

amplifier and detector. This is followed by two stages of audio pre-amplification and a 

complementary push-pull pair of transistors as the audio power amplifier. The two-valve front 

end is virtually identical to that of the Bell Colt with the difference that the IF amplifier uses 

the EBF89 with internal diodes and the Colt has an EF89 without internal diodes. (In the case 

of the Bell Colt, the detector diode is in the EBC81, first audio valve). 
 

An important economy of the MR1 is that it does not have a conventional valve-radio power 

supply. There is no heavy and expensive mains transformer, nor rectifier valve. The modest 

HT requirement of the two valves is provided by directly rectifying the mains voltage with a 

simple diode and dropping resistor arrangement, as shown in the circuit diagram. Only a very 

small power transformer is used in the radio. This provides 12 volts a.c. for the two valve 

heaters, connected in series, and with half-wave diode rectification, the 12 volts d.c. for the 

transistorised audio section of the receiver. Further weight and cost saving is achieved by not 

having a speaker transformer. Instead a complementary pair of audio output transistors  
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(AC187/AC188) is used to directly drive an 8-ohm speaker in a low-impedance, emitter-

follower configuration. The MR1 does not have a glass dial or dial cord drive, the indicator 

knob drives the tuning capacitor directly through a drive shaft. A further saving is that there are 

neither dial lights nor “power-on” indicators. 
 

 
 

 
 

In summary, the MR1 is an interesting little New Zealand made AM radio of the mid 1960’s: 

simple, small, light-weight, economical and yet one which performs well. It is a good example 

of a hybrid valve/transistor receiver, designed and built at the time when electronic technology 

was in a state of transition from the old and highly developed vacuum tube technology, to the 

new and promising world of solid-state. 
 

Acknowledgements: Thanks to Robin Wood (of La Wood Radio) and to NZVRS Librarian, 

Bruce Churcher, for providing the circuit diagram. 
 

[We did a bit on Robin Wood and La Wood in the November 2010 bulletin. Ed.] 
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How to build a 2 Valved Radio c1929   part 1 of several 
The following instructions and pictures came from a series of cigarette cards (Godfrey 

Phillips) provided by Auckland member Neville Gregory.  

 

1.  The 2 Valved Radio. The circuit chosen for this efficient 2-valve receiver 

incorporates the well-known Hartley method of applying reaction which is controlled 

by a small variable condenser. 

The cost of the materials is under £3, but by substituting cheaper components the 

price can be reduced to about £2, without seriously reducing the efficiency. This cost 

does not include headphones, valves and batteries. All components actually used in 

the set described are of the highest quality and are thoroughly recommended. The set 

is easily constructed and no soldered joints are necessary. 

 

 
 

2. The Panel. The panel is of ebonite ¼” thick and measures 14in x 7in. It may be 

bought from any radio store and it would be advisable for those who do not possess 

suitable drills to have the 10 holes drilled at the shop when making the purchase. The 

position of the holes will depend to a certain extent, upon the components used. The 

sizes and positions indicated are suitable for the components recommended.  
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3. Screwing Panel to Baseboard. The baseboard is of ½” soft wood and measured 14in 

x 7 ½”. The panel is fixed to the baseboard with two 1in No. 6 brass or iron 

countersunk screws, the necessary holes in the panel being countersunk with a rose 

drill. The screw holes are drilled bottom edge of the panel and 2 ½” to 3” from each 

end. The panel is then secured as shewn; the operation will be greatly facilitated if the 

panel is supported on a pile of books or boxes whilst the screws are being inserted. 

 

 

 
 

4. Fixing the Tuning Condenser. The variable condenser is an “Ormond” .0005 micro 

Farad SLF No. 3 and is fitted into the 3/8” hole nearest the left of the panel when 

viewed from the front. The fixing is by the well-known “one hole” method, the 

instrument being held in place by a single nut, which is secured firmly by means of a 

suitable spanner. Care must be exercised when handling to avoid bending or 

damaging the thin vanes. The slow motion dial is also shewn on the bench. 
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5. Fixing the Slow Motion Dial. This picture shews how the “Ormond” slow motion 

dual indicator dial is fixed. A coin is used to tighten the dial on the condenser spindle. 

Full printed instructions are issued with the dial when sold. 

 

 

 
 

6. Panel with Condenser Fixed. This is a view of the baseboard and back panel with 

tuning condenser in position. The four terminals also have been fitted. These are 

standard 4 BZ Brass WO pattern terminals, but may be obtained nickel plated if 

desired. The two nearest the condenser are (top) aerial and (bottom) earth 

connections. The remaining two are for headphones or loudspeaker. 
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7. Fixed Reaction Condenser. This small variable condenser has a capacity of .0001 

micro Farad and is made by Messrs Ormond Ltd. It is fixed in a similar manner to the 

tuning condenser. The control knob which has a pointer fixed to it is secured on the 

spindle by a grub screw. The instrument has two sets of fixed vanes, these should be 

connected together with a length of tinned copper wire, as is used to wire up the other 

components, the two ends being secured under nuts which hold on the end plates. 

 

 

 
 

8. Fixing the Valve Holder.  The two valve holders are next fixed to the base-board 

with ordinary screws – ¾” no. 6 are suitable. “Lotus” valve holders were used. The 

one being screwed in the picture should be fixed with its edge 1” from the back edge 

of the base-board and ½” from the end. The other one 4 ½” towards the other end of 

the baseboard. The positions are more clearly indicated on card no. 11. Care must be 

taken to see that the filament terminals are in line and that the anode terminals are to 

the left when viewed from the back. 

 

………. to be continued next bulletin. 
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MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin 
should reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the 

prior month. These must be neatly hand 
printed, typed or printed on a separate 
page, posted to the NZVRS (for details see 

page 2) or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, 
also don’t forget to include some contact 
details; eg postal, telephone & email if 
applicable. There is no charge for 
members’ adverts but please remember 
that the NZVRS is not responsible for any 
transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small & GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

Plus post and package per order. 

Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0245 0084  
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net.nz  
 

Society Sales: 
NZVRS CAPACITORS for sale to 

NZVRS members only please order via 
Gerry Billman, 30A Rowan Rd. Epsom, 
Auckland 1023.  Tel: 09 - 625 6568  
Email: billman@ihug.co.nz  
 

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.001 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.002 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1uF 400 Volts $1.00 each 
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 
10µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
20µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 

47uF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  
MES & Bayonet   50c each 
Please add $3.50 per order for post & 
package or contact Gerry direct for a 
postage quote.  
---------------------------------------------------- 
Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type with 
unprotected brass pins) available at 50 
cents each plus $4 post and package per set 
of 4 (ie $6 for set of 4, posted to an NZ 
address).  Contact the NZVRS Secretary 
Paul Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden, 
Auckland 0602. 
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz 
 

 
------------------------------------------------- 
All Society Sales cheques to be made out 

to the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not 

Transferable" please. Direct banking 

options are also available to the NZVRS 

ASB bank account – see bottom of page 

inside front cover. 
 

WANTED:  
Wanted a repair person for a little 1961 
AWA P1 valve TV I have here in 
Auckland. 
Contact: Andrew Pitcaithly  
Tel: (09) 921 5646     Mob: 021 449 561 
 
Wanted. 

1. Glass Dial for a Murphy, (NZ), MB 302. 
2. Speaker and plug for a Stewart Warner 
R104 AF. This is an 8 inch electrodynamic 
type with a tapped field winding. 
Please contact Warwick Woods (VIC) 
Email: wvwoods@netspace.net.au 
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Wanted for restoration projects, ARC-5 

mounting rack for three or four receivers.  
These were listed as MT-65/ARC-5 and 
MT-67/ARC-5 respectively. 
Contact: Stu Stidolph, 3/15 Gebbie Road, 
Taradale, Napier 4112. Tel: 06-844-5591 
Email: stustid@paradise.net.nz 

 

 
 

Wanted for restoration projects, 
Gulbransen Teledial Pushbutton castings 
with PBs or complete dial, also brass 
escutcheon for dial & magic eye. Plus steel 
mounting for 6G5-tuning indicator. 
Also looking for brass terminal nuts for 
line, battery & bells (17mm & 14mm dia.) 
for Antique Ericsson Telephone, 
“Commonwealth” model AB 535. 
Contact: Alan Colman 50 Bayside Dr. 
Browns Bay, Auckland 0630  
Tel: 09 476 2092   
Email: colmana@paradise.net.nz 
 

Wanted for A510 transceiver (Australian 
built of the 1950’s); 

• Microphone and receiver headgear 
assembly S1, lightweight and 
complete with plug. 

• Telephone handset S1 no. 4A 
complete with 5 pin plug 

• Plugs of above if available 
Contact Peter Le Quesne, ZL4TCC, 23 
Oriel Place, Napier 4112 Tel: 06-843 8212  
Email: paleq@clear.net.nz 

 

Wanted for restoration projects. Two 

wooden cabinets to house a pair of Pye 

PZ92 chassis. Must have dial scales, but 
grille cloth optional.  Information and 
illustrations available if you Google Pye 
PZ92 radios. Would appreciate four knobs 
as displayed if possible.  
Contact: Albie Cross, 23 Marydale Drive, 
Mt. Roskill. 1041 Auckland. Tel: 09-620 
6312.  Email: albert.cross@ihug.co.nz.  

 
 

Wanted: Low and high voltage power 
supplies for No.11 transmitter ex army 
WW2 Also 10 pin plugs etc. Contact David 
Fahy Email: amanda.david@clear.net.nz 
 

Wanted: I recently purchased an old Bell 
valve radiogram and I'm looking to get it 
restored. Do you know of anyone in the 
Auckland area who could help me restore 
this? Photo below. Contact: Karl Rooney 
Tel: 09 834 1043 Mob: 021 843 400 
Email: karl@onlineexpression.co.nz 
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H2S stuff wanted:  
After the February 2011 
earthquake the Ferrymead 
RPS storeroom was left in a 
mess. However this exposed 
a very rare H2S PPI unit 
which sadly has been 
converted to an oscilloscope 
as so many of these units 
were.  I would very much 
like to return this unit (at 
least cosmetically from the 
outside) in to a display item 
at Ferrymead but to do this I 
need the connectors down 
the left hand side of the unit 
and the front panel knobs 
and fittings.  I have 
managed to source the 
original smaller CRT, the 
Pye and high frequency connectors.  I believe that the RNZAF used to operate 7 Sunderland 
aircraft with ASV fitted, and so I am keeping my fingers crossed that someone can help.   
Thank you. 
 

I have attached some photographs of a 
complete H2S PPI unit of the type I 
am trying to restore.  To be honest I 
was so surprised to find this unit as it 
is so rare and especially as it is one of 
the early 162 units.  From what I 
understand they were classified as top 
secret and not released outside the 
UK.  My guess is that this unit with 
the other units was released to New 
Zealand after 1945 because they were 
used out at sea.  In the coming weeks 
I am hoping to visit Wigram airport to 
see what information I can find out 
about the New Zealand units.  Over 
the last couple of months I have been 
in touch with a number of aircraft 
museums in the UK but they have 
very little information on these units 
either.  However, a Wireless 19 group 
advert yielded one member living in 
France who has a complete unit with 
some of the documentation and 
supplied me with the original smaller 
CRT with mu-metal screen and 
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fittings.  Indeed he has been very helpful.  I know this advert 
is a really long shot at finding any parts to help in this 
restoration for Ferrymead, but the NZVRS is my best bet 
although there are so few of these units.  Unfortunately I had 
no luck with my previous power supply wanted advert and I 
know there were at least 70 of those units in New Zealand 
and I at least have parts from one of those units but 
unfortunately not the complete unit. 
 

Best regards, Ian Thompson <ian.thompson@taitradio.com> 
 
Subject: FW: Old tape recorders 
I have two old reel to reel tape recorders that are surplus to our 
requirements and need to go to make room for the model 
railway that I have spent 50 years planning to build. 
One is a Telefunken Magnetaphon 85 that used to belong to the 
late Jack Whincop.  No its not the machine that he used for the 
first taped radio broadcast in NZ. That was a home made wire 
machine, 30 years earlier.   The original Operating Manual and 
Service Manual are also here and so some where is the circuit 
diagram, although a search this morning failed to locate it. 
The second machine is a Ferrograph that was originally used at 
Peach Wymess film studios for lip-syncing. It was later used 
(sometimes by myself) for the same purposes at Carlton 
Caruthers du Chateau Advertising and was in fact used on the 
very first Cookie Bear commercial circa 1968. The advent of 
colour TV saw us close down our in house production facilities 
and I bought the machine for home use.  There is a supply of 5 
and 7.5 inch tapes of varying quality, some ex Radio New 
Zealand. 
There is also a problem as when I last went to use them about 
six months ago the rubber capstan wheels on both had perished 
and while they did work the speed was "decidedly variable'.    
I do not want to see these old machines dumped so wish to give 
them away to some one or organisation that is interested in their restoration and preservation.    
Are any of your members interested? 
I am happy to deliver them around Auckland and live not far from you In Laingholm. 
Hope to hear from you soon 
Robin Yates     Email: robin_yates@hotmail.com  Tel: 09 - 817,4419  
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

I've recently acquired a Robinson Electronic Laboratories Multimeter – a little rusty but 
working. I'm wondering if some fine people would have an Operator's Manual for it -…. or 
perhaps (hope, hope) even a circuit diagram?  See advert next page. 
The manufacturer's address, proudly engraved on the front panel, is given as 107 Parramatta 
Road, Haberfield, Sydney – Australia. There's an ad for this in Radio & Hobbies, December 
1950, page 81.   I have tried contacting the same named company in Hornsby but with no reply. 
Any help would be very gratefully received.  Advert on next page. 
Contact; John Roberts.  Tel: (04) 977-7595 Mob: 027 578 8015  
Email: Pentagrid@paradise.net.nz 
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Advert from R&H: 

 
 

WANTED 

Chassis (and if possible, matching Electrola Record Player) for a 1929 VICTOR-HMV RE-45. 
Contact Lenny Hartley: Telephone 06 870 3723 or E mail: lennybh@slingshot.co.nz 
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